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The Souls Religion Cultivating A
Is New York a post-secular city? Massive immigration and cultural changes have created an increasingly complex social landscape in which religious life plays a ...
New York Glory: Religions in the City
What is Ethics and Religion Talk? “Ethics and Religion Talk,” answers questions of ethics or religion from a multi-faith perspective. Each post contains three or four responses to a reader question ...
Ethics and Religion Talk: Does the Bible Forbid Cremation
In Islamic mysticism, Ramadan is more than just a period of prescribed abstinence, signifying an opportunity for inner contemplation. Marian Brehmer explores the spiritual dimensions of the month of f ...
Ramadan – a feast for spirit and soul
We are living through a battle for the soul of this nation.” In 2020, only about 12,000 refugees were admitted to the United States—a steep decline from 2016, the last year of the Obama administration ...
Restoring the ‘Soul of the Nation’ Means Taking in Refugees
I want to talk about a topic that I know is very dear to you. My father was a big believer in community. He was Mayor of Waverley, he was on the Waverley Council for some 16, 17 years and he taught me ...
Scott Morrison speech: You are more, we are more, individually, than the things others try to identify us by
Barber’s essay in “Four Hundred Souls” pays tribute to David George, a Black free man who established the first Black Baptist church in the United States. Barber suggests that David George’s ministry ...
Keep the Faith: Freedom Church eyes hard conversations
How can a region which is predominantly Christian become suddenly packed by Islam adherents? A man who grew up in Muslim countries shared how this could happen, and how Christians should respond.
Islam Growing In Western Nations –And Christians Seem To Be Helping It, Report Says
Before the 17th century, people did not think of themselves as belonging to something called the white race. But once the idea was invented, it quickly began to reshape the modern world ...
The invention of whiteness: the long history of a dangerous idea
Witness testimony continued yesterday in the trial of Derek Chauvin. Another kind of trial is occurring every day all around the world, one that most do not recognize for the eternal significance it ...
The latest in the trial of Derek Chauvin: Joining Jesus in leading souls to eternal life
This is one of the most antisemitic statements by Bakunin, written in 1872 in French, at the start of the text: "Aux Compagnons de la Fédération des Sections internationales de Jura". Another set of ...
Translation of the antisemitic section of Bakunin's "Letter to Comrades of the Jura Federation"
Handling your child’s ashes stirs the ultimate parental pain. For me it also triggered an exploration of my feelings about death and cremation.
The day my son’s ashes arrived in the mail
The mass removal of accounts included a number of New Zealanders. Many of those far-right influencers remain active on other platforms – in particular, on YouTube. It was just over a month before the ...
New Zealand’s far-right hate preachers and the platform YouTube gave them to build a movement
Portugal. The Man frontman John Gourley on "Feel It Still," the Woodstock moment when he saw it was OK to sing up high, and the album Oregon City Sessions.
John Gourley of Portugal. The Man
When Jacques Shore was born, his mother composed a lullaby for him — a tender lullaby with lyrics and music expressing a mother’s love and her hope for her child’s happiness. “Sleep, my baby, my ...
A mother’s wish, a son’s gratitude: Picture book shares family lullaby with the world
The Muslims world over fast from dawn to dusk during the holy month of Ramadhan. Fasting, as the Holy Quran says in its second chapter, was ordained for every nation before Islam and all ...
The true spirit of the holy month of Ramadhan
A real-life meeting in 1964 between Malcolm X, Jim Brown, Sam Cooke and Cassius Clay is chronicled in the current film, "One Night in Miami," nominated for three Oscars. But in some of its details, ...
The truth behind the famous meeting of four Black heroes in 'One Night in Miami'
When the civil was broke out in Ethiopia decades ago, one mother sought refuge in Kenya where she left her children under the care of a Nubian family in Kibera.
The Mbotes: Ethiopian Children Adopted by Nubian Mother After Civil War Seek To Reunite with Biological Family
On February 25, 1964, four African American icons met in a Miami hotel room for a night of revelry, bonding, arguments and ice cream.
'One Night in Miami': The truth behind the famous meeting of four Black heroes
A real-life meeting in 1964 between Malcolm X, Jim Brown, Sam Cooke and Cassius Clay is chronicled in the current film, "One Night in Miami," nominated for three Oscars. But in some of its details, ...
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